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Abstract

Many organisations use access control solutions that do not make use of standardised access control modelssuch as thewell-studied Role-BasedAccess Controlmodel (RBAC). Visual rolemining is away for organisationsto translate their existing access policies from these solutions into an RBACpolicy. We contribute to the existingbody of research on visual role mining by extending the framework with the use of metadata in order to enablethe elicitation of contextually meaningful roles. We validated these additions by visiting organisations with aproof of concept software application inplementing this framework. These interviews demonstrate that ourapproach can indeed help with eliciting contextually meaningful roles, and also confirm that in practice visualrole mining is a valuable tool.



1 Introduction

Access Control [9] is a concept that describes regu-lating requests by subjects to access resources thatcan be deployed in the digital as well as in the phys-ical domain. In access control, such requests arefirst evaluated against an access policy that con-tains information on what subjects are allowed toaccess what resources. An access policy can alsoinclude additional contextual information on whichthe decision to grant or deny access can be based,such as the current time or restrictions on concur-rent access to a resource.
Almost every organisation employs some form ofaccess control, if only in the form of password-protected computers and office buildings with phys-ical locks. Many larger organisations have chosento standardise their access control. There existmany commercially available products that supportsuch standardized access control within a company.Computer networks, for example, can make use of
Microsoft Active Directory to centralise user creden-tials, resources and computer administration. Manydifferent commercial solutions also exist for phys-ical access control. These solutions are all basedon some form of access control model. However,many of these models are proprietary, not well doc-umented or both. They are also usually incompati-ble between each other. If an organisation has beenusing (and thus building an access policy in) sucha model, they are effectively vendor-locked; if theywish to switch vendors they are likely to have to builda new access policy from the ground up.
Role-Based Access Control [2, 21] (or RBAC) is anaccess control model that is extensively studied inliterature and allows for the assignment of permis-sions to users indirectly: users can be added to oneor more roles and roles can have one or more per-missions. Role Mining [1] is an area of research thatconcerns itself with extracting roles (in the contextof RBAC) from an access policy that does not (nec-essarily) have such roles present. Visual role miningfinally is a sub-field of role mining that specialises invisualising an existing access policy in such a waythat a human can identify possible roles in the visu-alisation.
There has been relatively little research [20] on vi-sual role mining, iterative role mining and the gener-ation of contextually meaningful roles. Generatingcontextually meaningful roles however is an impor-tant aspect for the people who need to work withthese roles [11, 20]. We think that visual role miningcan be an excellent starting point in generating con-textually meaningful roles. Since the work of Colan-tonio et al. [16] on visual role mining (in particulartheir EXTRACT and ADVISER algorithms, which wewill summarise in Section 2) and iterative roleminingis very thorough, we choose to build upon their ap-proach to visual role mining. In summary, our work

contributes to the advance of the visual role miningframework using metadata and validates its effec-tiveness in real cases. In particular, this thesis con-tributes the following:
1. We propose a number of methods to extendthe visualisation generated by ADVISER usingmetadata, to help operators define contextu-ally meaningful roles (Section 3).
2. We propose mADVISER: a variant on ADVISERthat also takes into accountmetadata (Section1).
3. We build a proof of concept application im-plementing the EXTRACT andmADVISER algo-rithms (Section 4.1).
4. We validate our contributions by visiting anumber of different organisations and inter-viewing them in the context of our proof ofconcept application and (where possible) theirown access control policy (Section 4.2).

This thesis is structured as follows. We introducesome necessary background in Section 2. We de-scribe our methods to extend ADVISER as well asmADVISER in Section 3. We show our proof-of-of-concept and outline our validation results in Section4. We provide an overview of other related work inSection 5 and discuss our findings in Section 6. Sec-tion 7 contains the limitations of our work and sug-gestions for future work.

2 Background

This section introduces the concept of Role-BasedAccess Control. It also gives a general history of rolemining and briefly summarises the work of Colanto-nio et al. [16] on the EXTRACT and ADVISER algo-rithm to the extent needed to comprehend this the-sis.

2.1 Role-Based Access Control

As mentioned in the introduction the most basicform of access control only considers subjects (or
users), objects (or permissions) and authorisations.In this simple form, authorisations are simply a di-rect assignment of permissions to users. If suchan assignment is present, a user can access a cer-tain permission. If the assignment is not present,the user is barred from accessing the permission.In systems involving a large number of users andpermissions this method of assigning permissionsdirectly to users becomes impractical very quickly.Imagine a fictional university. Surely there is a bet-ter way to give students access to the buildings andfacilities they need, other than manually assigning
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every new student to every single thing they need toaccess individually?
RBAC aims to provide a solution to this problem ofcomplexity. At its core, it introduces a single layer of
indirection to the otherwise binary world of accesscontrol. This layer of indirection is called a role. Arole can be used to group users and permissions.The relationships between users and roles, and rolesand permissions are many-to-many: users can beassigned multiple roles, and a role can be assignedto multiple users. The same is true for permissionsand roles. Consider again our fictional university.We can now create a role student, with the purposeof simplifying our complex situation. We only needto make sure to grant the student role access to allstudent resources, which is a one-time action. Now,whenever a new student enrolls, we only need to givethem access to the student role, and they are goodto go. Conversely, if a new computer for students ismade available we now only once have to give the
student role access to this computer. If this univer-sity teaches 100 students and has 100 computersfor students, we have just reduced the number of as-signments down from 10,000 (granting each individ-ual student access to each individual computer) to200 (assigning all students to the one student role,and granting that single role to all computers). Thisis the power of Role-Based Access Control.
Many extensions (such as two-sorted RBAC [19],time-based RBAC [3, 4] and location aware RBAC [6,8]) to RBAC have been proposed and documented —these provide more complicated behaviour such aslimiting the times between which a user can accesspermissions.

2.2 Role mining

In order to adopt RBAC, roles need to be defined.Role mining concerns itself with the process of ex-tracting roles from an existing access control pol-icy (or security policy, a set of assignments be-tween users and permissions indicatingwhich userscan access which permissions). Many differentapproaches to role mining have been considered.This section will summarise some. For a completeoverview, we refer the reader to Section 5 and twoexcellent surveys of role mining [12, 20] by Molloy etal. and Mitra et al.
Molloy et al. [12] categorise traditional role min-ing algorithms in two groups. The first group out-puts a collection of roles and assigns these roles apriority. Then roles are usually chosen in order tominimise a certain cost or complexity metric. Thisgroup includes the FastMiner and CompleteMiner [7]algorithms. The second group outputs complete(or ready to use) security policies in RBAC, and in-clude theHierarchicalMiner [10] algorithm and ORCA[5] software. These complete RBAC states perfectly

represent the original security policy, meaning thatall users have exactly the same permissions as be-fore. This can come at the cost of a large number ofroles.
Although briefly considered by Molloy et al., Mitra etal. [20] write in more detail about the challenge ofoptimising the output of role mining algorithms —figuring out how to define the "best" output. Thesemetrics, used to determine what the "best" outputis, usually either try to minimise the total numberof roles (at the cost of introducing mismatches be-tween the original security policy and the resultingsecurity policy) or minimising said mismatch at thecost of a higher number of roles. The MinNoise Role
Mining Problem and δ-approximate RoleMining Prob-
lem [15] are respective examples of these metrics.The former fixes the maximum number of roles, andaims to minimise the number of mismatches, whilethe latter sets a required degree of correctness andaims to minimise the number of resulting roles.

2.3 EXTRACT and ADVISER

The challengewithmore traditional rolemining algo-rithms is that although theymean to efficiently groupusers and permissions in roles, they have usually noregard for the reason why these users and permis-sions are grouped together. This means that rolesare generally without contextual meaning, meaningthat it is difficult to indicate what a given role rep-resents. The premise of visual role mining is thatorganisations are more willing to adopt an accesspolicy if they can understand this why. Where tradi-tional role mining algorithms try to generate an opti-mal set of roles, the purpose of visual role mining isto visualise the security policy in such a way that anoperator familiar with the context can find candidateroles that have actual contextual meaning.
Our work is built upon work of Colantonio et al. Theypropose two algorithms for visual role mining: EX-TRACT and ADVISER [16]. The two algorithms takethe binary matrix representation (or user-permission
matrix, a matrix that defines for each user and eachpermissionwhether or not that user has that permis-sion) of any security policy. An example of a visual-isation of such an (unsorted) user-permission ma-trix is shown in Figure 1. In this visualisation oneaxis represents users, the other permissions. A pixelin the visualisation is coloured black if said users isauthorised to said permission, otherwise the pixel iscoloured white.
The ADVISER algorithm sorts the unsorted matrix,using roles as its input, with the goal of groupingsimilar user-permission assignments together. Thisresults in a (sorted) user-permission matrix that re-veals the structures present in the data. This visu-alisation then serves as a starting point for the roleelicitation: the process of extracting roles and giving
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the roles contextual meaning. If roles are not knownbeforehand, EXTRACT can be used to generate a setof "pseudo" or "good enough" roles that ADVISER canuse as its input. An example of a visualisation of a(sorted) user-permission matrix is shown in Figure2.

Figure 1: An unsorted user-permission matrix thatserves as input for the ADVISER algorithm.

Figure 2: Asorted user-permissionmatrix generatedby the ADVISER algorithm.
The remainder of this section will serve as an intu-itive explanation of the EXTRACT and ADVISER algo-rithms. Please refer to the original paper for a moreformal description.
The purpose of the EXTRACT algorithm is to gen-erate pseudo-roles that ADVISER can use as inputif such roles are not present in the source policy.The EXTRACT algorithm works by randomly select-ing one of the elements in the user-permission ma-trix that is set to true (in other words, it selects a ran-dom existing authorisation). It then takes, for thatauthorisation (which is a combination of a user anda permission), all users that have that permissionand all permissions granted to that user. This set ofusers and permissions is called a pseudo role. Theprocess of generating such a pseudo role is gener-ated k times, where k can be varied as needed. Usualvalues are between k = 10 for smaller data sets and
k = 1000 or higher for larger data sets. EXTRACTcounts how often it generates the same pseudo role(pseudo-roles are considered the same if they con-sist of the same users and permissions, irrespec-tive of order) and outputs the pseudo-roles it gen-erated, including the number of times each pseudorole was generated. The count is used by ADVISERas a weight for that pseudo-role.

ADVISER is used to sort the unsorted user-permission matrix. It sorts the (order of the) usersand the (order of the) permissions independently.The process for both is identical and in the con-text of ADVISER users and permissions are usuallycalled items. The steps ADVISER goes through areas follows:
1. group all items that are assigned to the same(pseudo) roles in an item set;
2. sort the item sets by descending size — sim-ply put, the size is determined by the numberof items related to that set;
3. go over each item set;
4. for each item set, insert the item set in a list ofsorted item sets so it is next to the item set itis most similar to;
5. the similarity between two item sets is calcu-lated using the Jaccard Coefficient [13] — sim-ply put, by the number of similarities betweenthe two sets;
6. when each item set is placed in the sorted list,the list is expanded into a list of sorted items.

The list of sorted users and the list of sorted permis-sions can finally be used to construct a new matrix,and this is the (sorted) user-permission matrix thatis shown in Figure 2.

3 Improving visualisations

The visualisations produced by ADVISER are a greatstarting point for the elicitation of roles. We canimmedeately spot a number of patterns that wouldmake an excellent starting point for a new role inFigure 2. We propose two methods (visualising andaggregating metadata) to provide more context tosuch a visualisation. Both methods make use ofuser-permission metadata. We define user, permis-sion or authorisation metadata (which we will justcall metadata from now on) as any contextual datathat comes with a user, permission or authorisation.We include a list of relevant types ofmetadata in Ap-pendix B, that serves both as an example and as in-put for any practical work based on our thesis.

3.1 Data sets used

Because metadata was not available for the datasets used in [16] we used different data sets basedon real-world access control settings. A particulardata set wewill predominantly use for the remainderof this thesis is based on the access policy of a tech-nology company in the Netherlands. This data setcontains 1370 users and 321 permissions andwill becalled techcompany. In this data set, permission are
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usually representing physical objects such as doors.The unsorted and sorted visualisations of this dataset can be found in Figures 3 and 4. A complete listof data sets acquired for, and used in this thesis arelaid out in Appendix A.

3.2 Overlaying metadata

Our first proposed method is overlaying metadataonto the sorted authorisation matrix. Selecting therightmetadata to overlay over thematrix can presentan operator with more contextual information andcan give additional visual cues that can help themfind contextually meaningful roles in the visualisa-tion.
While it is possible to overlay any kind of metadataover an authorisation matrix, certain types of meta-data are particularly useful. Using access logs, foreach authorisation we can calculate its usage. Us-age can be represented either with a boolean valueindicating whether or not a certain authorisation hasbeen used in a certain period of time, or with a nu-merical value indicating how often an authorisationhas been used in a certain period of time. We will fo-cus on the first (whether or not a certain authorisa-tion has been used) since it gives an interesting visu-alisation using the techcompany dataset and is usu-ally readily available. However, other types of meta-data can just as well be used such as the number offailed authentications or the number of days sincethe user last used their permission. An example ofthe later is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 9 shows the techcompany data set overlayedwith the authorisation usage metadata. An autho-risation is marked as yellow if and only if the au-thorisation has been used (as indicated by the ac-cess logs) in a specific half-year period. From thisvisualisation one can already draw several conclu-sions. Many of the authorisations in the visualisa-tion are not actively used. This insight could raise in-teresting questions within an organisation. "Why are
there somany unused authorisations?", "Does this in-
formation change drastically if we visualise a larger
period?" and "Can we safely revoke these unused au-
thorisations?" are all relevant questions that can beasked.
Another observation that can be made is that, in the
techcompany data set, one can already identify con-tinuous blocks of unused permissions. Similar ques-tions to the ones previously described can be askedabout these continuous blocks of unused permis-sions. Any lessons learned from the visualisationcan subsequently be translated to the roles that areto be generated.
If continuous blocks of unused permissions are in-deed not longer desired, they can be left out com-pletely resulting in less authorisations and possibly

fewer roles. In Section 3.6 we propose a variant ofADVISER that further emphasise patterns present inthemetadata, by placing —where possible — groupswith similar metadata together.

3.3 Aggregating metadata

Our second proposed method is to provide an op-erator with aggregated metadata that is contextu-ally relevant to possible roles identified by the user.Where the main purpose of our proposal discussedin Section 3.2 was to assist a humanwith identifyingpotentially interesting sections in the visualisation,this proposal is meant to assist a human in provid-ing a context for that interesting section. Rememberthat if identified roles are to be accepted by an or-ganisation it should be understandable where theycame from.
For a human to be able to give context to a potentialrole they should have access to aggregated meta-data for that potential role. The relevant metadatahere primarily concerns metadata attributes on theusers and permissions in that potential role. Thisprovides insight in how that potential role is built up(answering questions like "what types of users and
permissions are in that potential role?"), without hav-ing a close look at every user and permission in thatpotential role. Appendix B contains a list of types ofmetadata attributes that are useful in this context.Armed with this new knowledge a human can pro-ceed to commit a potential role and document therelevant context for that role, or conclude that thepotential role is not meaningful after all and carry onwith other potential roles.
One way to aggregate data is to provide a summaryof the users and permissions contained in that role.Consider again our fictional university from Section2. In this system, all permissions may be doors thatcan have the building they belong to as an attribute.All staff, on the other hand, may have the faculty theywork for as an attribute. Consider a hypotheticalpossible role that is in need of some context. Theaggregated data may show that almost all staff inthat possible role work for the behavioural sciencesfaculty and that all doors in that possible role belongto the building of that faculty. A conclusion would bethat this possible role means to give access to thebehavioural sciences faculty to its staff. However,more conclusions are possible. Perhaps the permis-sions in the possible role represent only a subset ofall doors in the building, and the possible role is ac-tually meant to give a specific subset of the staffaccess to a specific group of rooms on the facultybuilding (such asHRstaff to theHRfloor of the build-ing).
Another way to aggregate data, which would com-plement the aggregation method described in theprevious paragraph, could be to aggregate the entire
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Figure 3: An unsorted user-permission matrix representation of the techcompany data set.

Figure 4: A sorted user-permission matrix representation of the techcompany data set generated by the AD-VISER algorithm.

Figure 5: A variant on Figure 4 overlayed with authorisation usage metadata. Red authorisations have beenused more than 200 days ago, and the greener the authorisation, the more recent an ahorisation has beenused. Sorted with mADVISER.
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data set and use it as a context for the aggregateddata as described previously. Consider again our fic-tional university. If after aggregating the entire dataset it turns out that almost all staff of the behaviouralsciences faculty is included in the possible role, andthe same is found for the doors in the building of thatfaculty, it can be concluded that the possible role isindeed meant to provide access to the behaviouralsciences faculty building to its staff.
By showing data aggregations as context to a hu-man, they can make more informed decisions overpossible roles. In particular, they are better equippedto identify whether or not a possible role is contex-tually relevant and are able to document this contex-tual meaning.

3.4 Iteration

An iterative process of role mining has already beenbriefly described by Colantonio et al. in their pa-per on EXTRACT and ADVISER. They describe threesteps of iterative visual role mining:
1. Identify themost relevant roles with a visual in-spection. Themost relevant roles are likely theroles corresponding to the biggest sections ofthe visualisation. These should be set aside.
2. Assign meaning to these roles together withother people within the organisation (such asmanagers of users and administrators of thepermissions in the roles) and verify if theseroles are accepted.
3. After accepting the identified roles, the user-permission assignments corresponding to theroles can be removed from the data. A newround of analysis can then be done on the re-maining data.

We go beyond the work of Colantonio et al. by imple-menting the iterative process using EXTRACT andADVISER and discussing the effectiveness in Sec-tion 4. An example of such an iterative processis shown in Figures 6 through 8. Figure 6 showsthe techcompany dataset after applying EXTRACTand ADVISER. Figure 7 shows a typical role selec-tion. The selection includes twelve roles elicited out

of Figure 6 and highlight a number of large struc-tures. These roles include a small number of "falsepositives" or authorisations that were not present inthe original dataset. Introducing this inaccuracy al-lows us to select more freely and reduce the num-ber of roles needed in the end (Section 2 goes a lit-tle deeper into this trade-off). Figure 8 finally showsa new visualisation of the techcompany dataset.In this visualisation, every authorisation included inany of the twelve selected is left out. The EXTRACTand ADVISER algorithm are run again over the result-ing authorisations, resulting in Figure 8.

3.5 Limitations of EXTRACT and AD-
VISER

Colantonio et al. write in their paper that the visuali-sations generated by the EXTRACT and ADVISER al-gorithms are not necessarily a globally optimal one(in terms of the metrics they used) but instead is lo-cally optimal one. When working with these visuali-sations, it should be possible to construct roles fromparts of the visualisation that the algorithms mayhave failed to put together due to this behaviour.
The proof of concept we discuss in Section 4.1 ad-dresses this concern.

3.6 Improving ADVISER

As outlined in Section 3.2, we propose to overlayvisualisations generated by the ADVISER algorithmwith contextual information to aid humans in mak-ing conclusions about the access policy as a whole,as well as in identifying relevant parts of the visuali-sation as possible roles. Figure 9 shows an exampleof such an overlay using the techcompany data set.
To give more structure to this combined visualisa-tion, we propose a new variant of the ADVISER algo-rithm: mADVISER (Metadata and Access Data VISu-
alizER). The aim of mADVISER is to sort the usersand permissions in such a way that in the final vi-sualisation the overlay metadata is sorted as muchas possible, with only minimal changes to the struc-tures identified by the ADVISER algorithm. mAD-VISER is shown as Algorithm 1.
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Figure 6: A visualisation of the techcompany dataset before starting with an iterative process.

Figure 7: Figure 6 after selecting 12 roles. The authorisations included in any of these roles are marked in blue.Marked in red are a number of "new" authorisations, these are explained in Section 4.1.

Figure 8: A new visualisation of the techcompany dataset with only the authorisations not included in any ofthe roles indicated in Figure 7.
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Algorithm 1 The mADVISER algorithm.
1: procedure ADVISER(USERS, PERMS, ROLES, UA, PA)
2: σU ← SortSet(USERS, UA, ROLES)
3: σP ← SortSet(PERMS, PA, ROLES)
4: return σU , σP

5: procedure SORTSET(ITEMS, IA, ROLES)
6: ITEMS ← {I ⊆ ITEMS sorted by descending item weight(I) |∀i, i′ ∈ I, roles(i) = roles(i′)}
7: σ ← ∅
8: for all I ∈ ITEMS sorted by descending areas of roles(I) do
9: if |σ| < 2 then σ.append(I)

10: else
11: if Jacc(I, σ.first) > Jacc(I, σ.last) then
12: p← 1
13: j ← Jacc(I, σ.first)
14: else
15: p← |σ|+ 1
16: j ← Jacc(I, σ.last)
17: for i = 2 . . . |σ| do
18: jprec ← Jacc(I, σ[i− 1])
19: jsucc ← Jacc(I, σ[i])
20: jcurr ← Jacc(σ[i− 1], σ[i])
21: if max{jprec, jsucc > j ∧min(jprec, jsucc) ≥ jcurr} then22: p← i
23: j ←max{jprec, jsucc}
24: σ.insert(p, I) . between the (p− 1)th and the pth elements
25: return σ.expand
The difference between the two algorithms isprinted in bold on line 6. Instead of just taking theitems (either users or permissions, depending onthe stage in which the algorithm is) in the order inwhich they are present in the original access matrix,we instead first sort the items based on a function
weight(ITEM). This function returns the weight ofan item. The weight of the item is calculated byaveraging all values in the overlay dataset for thatitem. If the overlay dataset contains boolean val-ues (which should then be interpreted as 1 for trueand 0 for false) this will result in a decimal value be-tween 0 and 1, representing the fraction of valuesthat equal true for that item. If the overlay dataset isnumeric, this will result in a decimal value that repre-sents the average overlay value for that item. Defin-ing weight(ITEM) like this makes sure the sortingworks both when boolean values are used as wellas when numerical values are used. Following thisapproach the ITEMS, or item sets, are sorted inter-nally. Even when the item sets are re-ordered lateron in the algorithm, the order of the items within theitem sets remains the same.
The order of items within an itemset is not definedin ADVISER. This gives us room to freely change thatorder without changing the intended behaviour ofADVISER.
Applying mADVISER over a number of data sets re-sults in the visualisation shown in Figures 9 through14. In these figures, the first figure of a data set visu-

alise the data using ADVISER, while the second visu-alises the data using mADVISER. The most notabledifference between the visualisations with ADVISERand mADVISER is that we can now clearly identify afew areas without any overlay data. Remember thatthe the overlays represent whether or not a user hadused the permission over a given period.
The areas without any overlay data (in other words,without yellow marks) are, in this example, repre-senting groups of users that have not used a groupof permission in a given period. The constitution ofthese groups can be examined using the tools weproposed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Based on suchan examination it can be decided to not include cer-tain users or permissions in a new role, or investi-gate why permissions are not being used (perhapsa door is broken and opens automatically withoutemployees having to present their credentials). Wecan also clearly see groups of users who have notused any permissions at all over that period. Us-ing the proposed tools this group of users can beexamined and an appropriate course of action es-tablished, such as removing these users from thedataset altogether (effectively revoking all their au-thorisations) and generating a new visualisation us-ing a process similar to the process described inSection 3.4.
The effect of mADVISER can be subtle when usedon an entire data set, especially if many smallerstructures are present (the difference between Fig-
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Figure 9: Figure 4 overlayed with authorisation usage metadata. Each yellow authorisation has been used atleast once in a one month period.

Figure 10: Figure 4, sorted by mADVISER.

Figure 11: The museum data set, sorted by ADVISER.

Figure 12: The museum data set, sorted by mADVISER.

Figure 13: The fincompany data set, sorted by ADVISER.

Figure 14: The fincompany data set, sorted by mADVISER.
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ures 13 and 14 is much more profound than that be-tween Figures 9 and 10). The effect also becomesmore profound when applied to a subset of data.An ideal example of this can be found in Figures15 and 16. In this visualisation, we effectively visu-alise only one candidate role of the techcompanydata set. In the sorted version, we can more clearlydistinguish a large group of inactive users and un-used permissions. We can also identify a number ofnear-universally used permissions and a number ofmore-than-average active users. This visualisationcan prompt further questions, such as why somepermissions in this candidate role are used more of-ten than others. Perhaps this is an indication thatit might be more meaningful to split the candidaterole in two candidate roles. Note, however, that thisis an ideal example, and depending on the amountof noise and subsection of the data set visualised,results will be more or less profound.

Figure 15: A visualisation of a subset of users andpermissions from the techcompany data set.

Figure 16: The data from Figure 15, sorted by mAD-VISER.

mADVISER further optimises visualisations withoverlays, making it easier for humans to digest theinformation provided by the overlay and the visuali-sation itself. Because mADVISER addresses an un-defined state in ADVISER it does not change its doc-umented behaviour (except for a neglegible increasein execution time).

4 Validation

In Section 3 we propose a number of methods thatwe suppose contribute to the visual role miningframework. To validate whether or not these meth-ods are actually beneficial, we validate these meth-ods together with a number organisations. For thisvalidation we built a proof of concept (PoC) that im-plements EXTRACT, mADVISER and our proposedmethods.

4.1 Software prototype

We developed a proof-of-concept role mining appli-cation to aid in validating our approach with exter-nal organisations. Our PoC is a web-based appli-cation built in Python on the Tornado web frame-work. The application is open source and can befound on GitHub.1 Our application accepts format-ted CSV (comma seperated values) files as an input.This makes sure that we can easily re-format datafrom any source system and ingest it in our appli-cation; a necessity given that we want to work withvarious organisations for our validation.
As mentioned earlier, our application implementsboth the EXTRACT and mADVISER algorithms aswell as our other suggestions. For EXTRACT, we use
k = 1000 — this value was determined empiricallyusing the datasets used in this thesis and had ac-ceptable performance in terms of execution time.The basic functionality of our application, the im-plementation of the algorithms and our method ofoverlayingmetadata is shown in Figure 17. Themainpoint of interaction with the application is the inter-active version of the visualisation shown in Figure 10that takes up most of the screen. There are severalkeyboard and mouse controls available to interactwith the visualisation that enable exploring the visu-alisation and the selection of possible roles.
Additionally, various visual cues are present. Label1 marks a part of the regular visualisation. The yel-low dots represent, as they do in Figures 9 and 10,the overlayed metadata. A possible role selectedby an operator is marked by label 2. Green markedareas represent "correct" authorisations (authorisa-tions that would be granted if the rolewas to be com-mitted, and that are also present in the source data)whereas red marked areas represent "new" authori-sations (authorisations that would be granted if therole was to be committed, but that was not presentin the source data). Label 3 marks a previouslycommitted role. In committed roles blue areas rep-resent "correct" authorisations in already commit-ted roles, whereas brown authorisations represent"new" authorisations in already committed roles. La-bel 4 marks a number of buttons that makes fur-ther interactivity available to the operator besidesthe keyboard and mouse commands. The top but-ton allows the operator to commit the current selec-tion (remember label 2) as a role. The lower buttonpresents an overlay with in-depth information aboutthe selection, shown in Figure 18. Additional infor-mation about the state of the application is markedwith label 5. It shows the currently selected user andpermission (the one that the mouse is currently hov-ering over) as well as the number of users and per-missions included in the current selection (if avail-able). It also includes awarning if the operatormadea selection that includes "new" authorisations (here

1https://github.com/jonathanjuursema/vrm-app
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Figure 17: A screenshot of our application loaded with the techcompany data set. The labels indicate a partof the regular visualisation (1), a selected role (2), a previously committed role (3), application controls (4) andbasic metadata of the selection (5).
called "superfluous"). One last button is available forthe operator that allows the operator to export theraw visualisation, as rendered in the tool, as an im-age. This button is labelled 6. This functionality isalso the source of the various visualisations presentin this thesis.
Our implementation of the metadata aggregationmethod is shown in Figure 18. This window shows acomplete list of all users and permissions includedin the current selection (labelled 1) as well as which"new" authorisations are included in the possiblerole, to facilitate closer examination (labelled 2).The main dialog window contains aggregated de-tails about the selection made by the operator. Itcontains of both users (labelled 3) and permissions(labelled 4) a number of attributes that are present inthe metadata and their aggregated totals. The frac-tions shown are to be interpreted as follows: this
selection includes 3 users with carriertype 1, that is
0.37% of all 812 users that have carriertype 1 (takingthe first metadata attribute of the users as an exam-ple).
The PoC also takes into account the limitations toEXTRACT and ADVISER put forth in Section 3.5. Inparticular, the application allows for the flexible se-lection of structures for exploration or commitmentas roles by providing the possibility to make a flexi-ble "extended" selection in addition to the more tra-ditional primary selection. The latter remains simpleand is always a continuous rectangle. This makes itpossible to correct for optimilisation oversights bythe EXTRACT and ADVISER algorithms.

The iterative functionality discussed in Section 3.4is also implemented in the PoC. After committingroles, they can be removed from the visualisation atwill. At any time either both algorithms or only theADVISER algorithm can be re-run to generate a vi-sualisation of what becomes effectively a customis-able subset of the authorisation matrix. If remov-ing a committed role leaves a certain user withoutfurther permissions, or a permission without furtherusers, the item is removed from the visualisation en-tirely. This further reduces the complexity of the vi-sualisation by reducing the size.

4.2 Interviews

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed addi-tions, we visit a number of organisations to conductinterviews in the context of various access controlsolutions. The interviews are summarised in Table 1.We aim for a combination of organisations and ac-cess control solutions that are both securing phys-ical and digital assets to see if our approach worksfor various use cases. In addition to the interviews,we have additional contact with some of the organ-isations to get a better understanding of how theyemploy access control in their organisation.
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4

Figure 18: A screenshot of our application loaded with the techcompany data set, while exploring a possiblerole using the aggregation method. The labels indicate the contents of the current selection (1), "new" authori-sations (2) and aggregated metadata attributes of the users (3) and permissions (4) in the selection.
Interview Organisation Type Data used
1 Technology company techcompany2 Museum museum3 Financial company fincompany4 University demo
Table 1: An overview of the conducted interviews.
During these interviews we would first ask the inter-viewee a number of open-ended questions regardingtheir access control solution in place at their organi-sation, if that information is not already known to usbeforehand. We then provide, and we consider thisthe primary component of the interview, a demon-stration of our PoC and invite the interviewee to gethands-on with the application themselves. Pleasenote that this hands-on exercise is not intended tobe a user test since we are not interested in our par-ticular implementation of the proposed additions.Instead, we guide the interviewee when they havequestions and, where applicable, ask the intervieweeto reflect on the information theywere able to get outof the application. We explicitly did not ask for theiropinion on the application itself.
We have to address two caveats planning these in-terviews. First, since we had no access to organi-sations that were considering or executing a migra-tion between access control solutions, we needed tosimulate such a migration. Second, because noneof the access control solution contexts in which weinterviewed used a simple or extended form of Role-Based Access Control, there were no roles to com-pare the mined roles against. Therefore we chose

to view the hands-on exercises as successful if theinterviewee was able to extract, in their own opinion,contextually meaningful roles during the exercise asthis is also the desired end result during an actualmigration.

4.2.1 Interview data sets

During the hands-on exercise we try for the intervie-wee to work with a data set they are comfortablewith. For some organisations this turned out to bepossible. We prepare the data sets by requestingfrom each organisation the following four pieces ofdata: a binary access control matrix (which wouldserve as our UP for the EXTRACT algorithm), (non-personal)metadata regarding the users (such as thedepartment they work in), metadata regarding thepermissions (such as the name of the permissionor a building/room such a permission is associatedwith) and the access log (which user access whichpermission and when).
For some organisationswewere unable toworkwithdata from that organisation during the interview. Forthis purpose, we created a synthetic demonstrationdata set, demo. This data set is further explained inAppendix A.

4.2.2 Interview takeaways

We find that in general, our approach towards vi-sual role mining is regarded as positive; the hands-
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on exercise is well received by all but one intervie-wee. Two of the organisations are very proactiveduring the hands-on exercise, making suggestionsand actively leading the discussion. These organ-isations also express interest in a follow-up evalua-tion of their access policy. During the hands-on exer-cises, someof the organisations alsomake personalnotes containing employee or permission identifiersthat they think they should inspect in the actual ac-cess control system at a later point, for example be-cause a group of users seems to have more permis-sions than necessary.
During hands-on exercises with organisations work-ing with their own data, all organisations are able tomake assumptions about sections of their accesspolicy (such as "A candidate role containing a small
number of permissions shared by a large number
of employees is probably some basic access to the
main entrances.") based on their interaction with theapplication. These assumptions are mostly madebased on an inspection of the visualisation and the(number of) permission included in such a section,and could be confirmed by providing the intervieweewith aggregated metadata of that section. In somecases the aggregated metadata does not confirmthe assumptions, however. In these cases, often theaggregated metadata allows the interviewee to for-mulate a new assumption. For example, a groupof people having access to rooms where networkswitches are located turn out to be from facility ser-vices, not necessarily from IT.
Although not explicitly assumed, we expected thatduring role mining employees would not be thoughtabout individually (due to the sheer number of em-ployees in a larger organisation). We however findthat organisations working with their own data of-ten refer to individuals or small groups of individu-als. Thismay be relevant for futurework. Rememberthat, due to privacy considerations, we decided notto include personally identifiable information in thedata sets. Thereforewe are unable to verify assump-tions based on individuals (such as "These broadly
authorised individuals are probably Amy, Mark and
John from facility services.").
We also find that for organisation exploring theirown data the hands-on exercise becomes more of avalidation exercise rather than a role mining activity.While we intend for the hands-on exercise to looselymimic a role mining scenario, this shift of focus in-dicates that visual role mining — together with ourproposed additions — can also be used as a tool or-ganisations can use to verify or audit their currentsecurity policy.
Interviewees working with the demo data set find itmore difficult to make assumptions about the data.This could be explained in a number of ways. It ispossible that this follows from the fact that they areworking with data they are not familiar with, or thatthe demo data set is not a good representation of a

real security policy. It is however equally likely thatour approach is simply not applicable to all role min-ing use cases. One interviewee indicates that theyappreciate the approach of aggregating metadatain order to onderstand the contextual meaning of arole, but do not see the added value of visualisingthe access policy. They prefer a more automatatedsystem that would propose candidate roles, whichthey can then give contextual meaning (and approveor deny) using aggregated metadata over that can-didate role.
Comparison with the original work of Colantonio etal. [16] is tested informally. Our interviews startwith a discussion of only the visualisation producedby mADVISER. Only after discussing the mADVISERvisualisation (without any metadata to aid the dis-cussion other than the overlay discussed in Section3.2) did the hands-on exercise with our PoC takeplace. We notice that although the mADVISER vi-sualisation allowed for some basic conclusions tobe made, these conclusions where mostly educatedguesses (These people are probably from depart-
ment X .) or limited in contextual relevance (There
are a few people who have only minimal access, but
who are they?). Only after starting the hands-on ex-ercise did interviewees arrive at more concrete con-clusions and got more actionable insight.
We did not need the iterative approach discussedin Section 3.4 during our interviews. For the inter-viewees there was already a lot to learn from the"first" visualisation iteration, and we could easily fillthe available interview time discussing it. We didhowever not exhaustively discuss the visualisationduring these interviews, often leaving many of thesmaller structures undiscussed.
Practical feedback (such as feature proposals, userexperience tweaks etc.) was also proposed duringthe interviews. Although these are not relevant inthe context of our interviews (remember that we in-tend to only explicitly evaluate concepts, not our im-plementation of them), we include them for use infollow-upwork. The practical feedback can be foundin Appendix C.

5 Related work

We mostly work with the EXTRACT and ADVISER vi-sual role mining algorithms proposed by Colantonioet al. [16] due to the effectiveness, performance anddocumentation of their algorithms. There is, how-ever, another visual role mining effort. Eucharistaet al. [17] implemented a varient to ADVISER whichthey call VISRODE. The VISRODE algorithm usesthe Sørensen–Dice coefficient instead of the Jac-card distance used by ADVISER to sort the user-permission matrix based on pseudo-roles gener-ated by EXTRACT — beyond that, their approach is
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roughly the same. It would therefore be trivial toapply our contributions to VISRODE instead of AD-VISER and rewrite our software prototype to supportVISRODE. To the best of our knowledge these are theonly recent developments regarding visual role min-ing algorithms.
Regarding practical implementations of role miningwith a visual component, Schlegelmilch et al. [5] de-veloped a rolemining application that identifies clus-ters in existing user-permission assignments. In-stead of our approach of visualising the entire dataset, they visualise the hierarchy of these (alreadyidentified) clusters in the application. Their applica-tion is similar to ours in that is also allows for hu-mans to contribute their own contextual insight toguide the algorithm.
Another (visual) role mining application is the RoleModeling Assistant (RMoA) [14] by Giblin et al. Theirapplication features a number of functions. RMoAallows for the visualisation ofmetadata (as shown inFigure 19), whereas our PoC only summarises meta-data in textual form. It would, however, be trivial toadapt our tool to also visualise the metadata. It isinteresting to note that although RMoA also workswith metadata, it does not use metadata in the pro-cess of giving contextual meaning to roles the waywe do — RMoA helps humans to understand whichmetadata attributes tell something unique about auser (or in their words, are descriminatory). Indeed,RMoA leaves giving roles a contextually meaningfulnameas a topic for futurework. Finally, it is also pos-sible to manually define roles in RMoA, in addition tomaking use of role mining algorithms.
RMiner [18] is a third (visual) role mining applicationthat combines multiple role mining algorithms intoone application. RMiner supports multiple role min-ing algorithm and features some rudimentary visual-isation tools. However, they use visualisationmerelyas a means to validate the output of the role miningalgorithms, whereas we use visualisation as the ac-tual role mining process. RMiner also only supports"autonomous" role mining algorithms — algorithmsthat output a complete RBAC policy — and leaves noroom for direction by people, unlike our method. Itshould be noted that it is possible to add supportfor other role mining algorithms to RMiner.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the only workdirectly related to visual role mining. In Section 2 wediscuss more general related work focusing on rolemining in general and RBAC.

6 Discussion

We explored several ways of using metadata to im-prove the process of role mining: by creating anoverlay for the visualisation produced by ADVISER(Section 3.2) and by providing aggregated metadata

for subsections of the visualisation (Section 3.3).These serve to help a human in eliciting contextu-ally meaningful roles using visual role mining. Toincrease the added value of overlaying metadatawe also proposed mADVISER: a variant of ADVISER(Section 3.6) that allows for new patterns to emergefrom the visualisation when using such a metadataoverlay. We created a proof of concept that imple-ments all of the above (Section 4.1) and asked sev-eral organisations for their opinion of the result in aninterview (Section 4.2).

From the interviews we learned that our approachseems to work well. Most of the organisations ap-preciated the hands-on exercise andwere interestedin a follow-up; we received various post-interviewquestions from some of the organisations regard-ing conclusions drawn during the interview. We be-lieve that our work has helped these organisationsgain insight in and critically reflecting on their secu-rity policy.

In particular, we validated that the two main contri-butions of our work related to improving visual rolemining clearly assisted during the interviews. Themetadata overlay in combination with mADVISERcontributed to guiding the hands-on exercise: inter-viewees generally used both the mADVISER visual-isation and the metadata overlay to identify inter-esting areas in the visualisation. These areas couldalso be correlated with well-defined groups of users(such as curators in the museum data set) most ofthe time, as determined by the aggregatedmetadataavailable for these areas. Several questions alongthe lines of "why do these people never use their
authorisation" confirmed that mADVISER is an im-provement over ADVISER, and the aggregatedmeta-data again helped answer most of these questions.

Although the intention for our approach was for it tobe used during a migration to a system implement-ing Role-Based Access Control, based on observa-tions from our interviews it can also successfully beapplied for periodic analysis of an existing accesscontrol policy. This shows that visual role mininghasmore applications than has up to this point beendiscussed on literature.

In conclusion, we have proposed a number of addi-tions to the process of visual role mining. We sub-sequently validated these additions as useful dur-ing hands-on exercises with real-world datasets andshow that visual role mining has a place in the con-text of (periodic) analysis of existing access controlpolicies.
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Figure 19: An example of how RMoA visualises metadata. The area marked 1 is meant to help identify possibleinteresting metadata attributes (mostly via the value distribution), and the area marked 2 gives a breakdown ofthe values of a particular metadata attribute. Picture from [14].
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7 Limitations & suggestions for
future work

Although we believe our work to contribute new in-sights as discussed in Section 6, wewere not able tofully explore some of avenueswe set out for this the-sis. In particular, in Section 4.2 we note that we werenot able to find organisations that are considering orexecuting a migration between access control solu-tions. This means that our validation only partiallyproves the effectiveness of ourmethods for real rolemining scenarios. Full validation can be achieved byperforming a study following one or more organisa-tions in an actual migration project, using the meth-ods (and perhaps an improved version of our proofof concept). Due to time constraints we are alsolimited to a relatively small number of interviews.Therefore we only had limited opportunity to com-pare the effectiveness of the work of Colantonio etal. to our own. Although our validation is positive ingeneral and the performance comparison with thework of Colantonio is indirectly addressed, these re-sults are therefore only qualitative. This can be ad-dressed in a replication study. Another shortcom-ing of the interviews is that the iterative angle wasnot validated during the interviews only because theallotted interview time was already filled just dis-cussing the larger structures. However, since thisalso means that we did not get to the smaller struc-tures it cannot be said that the iterative approach isnot necessary either. A follow-up study could per-form longer, more exhaustive interviews inwhich theentire security policy is considered.
We also limited the complexity of the data consid-ered in this thesis. In Section 4.2 we describe howwe pre-processed our data for the interviews. Dueto the absence of existing roles as described inRole-Based Access Control, we opt to simply useEXTRACT to generate pseudo-roles. Instead, wecould use other existing data structures in the ac-cess control solution and try to convert these toroles. A follow-up study could address the ques-tion of whether chosing this approach over using EX-TRACT would yield other results, although this doesnot necessarily fall within the scope of this thesis.Additionally, during the data pre-processing we ex-plicitly chose to strip additional attributes from thedata sets. These are mostly temporal, such as re-strictions on the hours during which a permissioncan be used. This is done because the EXTRACTand ADVISER algorithms do not support temporalconstraints and neither do any of the other visualrole mining algorithms. There are, however, a num-ber of role mining algorithms[3, 4] that do supporttime-based constraints. A follow-up study can inves-tigatewhether it is possible to find a hybrid algorithm— combining visual role mining and these temporalrole mining algorithms— and if our suggestedmeth-ods remain useful in the context of such a hybrid ap-

proach.
Finally, research into the practical functionality ofa role mining application may be warranted be-fore beginning development of a production readyrole mining solution. Aside from focussing moreon how functionality is presented to operators ofthe software (in other words, real user-tests as op-posed to the more conceptual approach we havetaken), follow-up research could also focus on newconcepts such as suggestion of candidate rolesbased on a selection (This area is selected, auto-
matically extend this selection with other relevant ar-
eas.), adding features to identify individuals (as dis-cussed in Section 4.2.2) and effectively visualisingmetadata attribute breakdown (effectively combin-ing this work with the work on RMoA discussed inSection 5).
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A List of data sets

For this thesis we have had the opportunity to workwith a number of (real world) access control datasets. These will be listed in this appendix.

A.1 Access control at a technology com-
pany

The techcompany data set represents the accesscontrol policy from a technology company in theNetherlands. It consists of 1370 users and 321 per-missions which represent employees and (for themost part) physical doors and barriers. This data setalso contains access logs andmetadata and is visu-alised in Figure 16.

A.2 Access control at a museum

The museum data set represents the access con-trol policy from one building of a large museum inthe Netherlands. It consists of 2792 users and 106permissions which represent employees, constrac-tors, external users and physical doors and barriers.This data set also contains access logs and meta-data and is visualised in Figure 12.

A.3 Access control at a financial com-
pany

The fincompany data set represents the access con-trol policy of the building complex of an internationalfinancial company located in the Netherlands. It
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consists of 901 users and 27 perimssions which rep-resent employees, contractors and physical doors.This data set also contains access logs and meta-data and is visualised in Figure 14.

A.4 Demo access control file

The demo data set is a fictional data set createdbased on a technical university in the Netherlands.It consists of 100 users and 25 permissions that aresupposed to represent students, staff and buildingsections related to a number of academic depart-ments. This data set also contains metadata andis visualised in Figure 20.

Figure 20: The demo data set, sorted by ADVISER.

B List of metadata attributes

In Section 3 we propose methods to improve uponexisting visual role mining techniques using meta-data. This list is a collection of metadata attributesthat can be useful when implementing these meth-ods into practice. The list is mostly a collection ofmetadata attributes encountered often in organisa-tions’ systems during the course of this research.
In this context only attributes are considered thatcan be identified on an item but that are not exclu-sive to that item (in other words, they are sharedwith other items of the same type). This excludes at-tributes like a unique permission identifier or a user’sreal name. The implicit idea behind these attributesis that they can categorise a group which the item ispart of.

B.1 Attributes for users

• Department
• Faculty
• Group
• Study, chair
• Job title
• Office location
• Start of affiliation

• Type of affiliation (such as part-time, free-lance, contractor)
• Rank (such as, in more formal organisations,commander, lieutenant, brigadier)
• Certification

B.2 Attributes for permissions

• The owner of the permission or resource
• Building or building section (for doors)
• Subnet, VLAN (for computer systems)
• Security classification (such as, inmore formalorganisations, classified, top-secret)
• Certification required to use

B.3 Attributes for authorisations

• Any user attribute for the user that created theauthorisation
• Start of the authorisation
• Usage frequency (if access logs are available)
• Last use (if access logs are available)

C Suggested features for role
mining applications

This appendix is an overview of features and/orfunctionality suggested for the proof of conceptsuggested to us during interviews. These featuresand/or functionality are not necessarily interestingfroman academic point of view, but are documentedhere for use in further development of the proof ofconcept. The list is in no particular order.
• Include credentials (such as ID cards) that arenot directly assigned to an employee, such asgeneral purpose cards that can be given to vis-itors.
• For any given user or permission, seewhat per-missions they have access to or what usershave access to them right from the visualisa-tion.
• Manually rearrange (blocks of) rows andcolumns.
• Visualise permissions between certain times,and indicate the differences between them.(Who has access during the night, but not dur-
ing the day?)
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